


Note: On the next page, we included a list of Frequently Asked Questions. 
Please read them because they will answer most questions you may 
have.

HOW-TO VIDEOS

HOW TO INSTALL THE BREAKTHROUGH 9

HOW TO USE THE BREAKTHROUGH 9

We understand most people do not like reading manuals, so we made a video 
that will show you how to install the Breakthrough 9. Please go here to watch 
the video that will show you step-by-step how to install the Breakthrough 9.
www.medicalbreakthrough.org/mb9install.php

The Breakthrough 9 is very easy to use. There are only a few buttons on the 
remote, but the first time you use it might be overwhelming. So we made a 
video that shows what each button does. With this YouTube video, you can 
rewind it and play it back if you miss anything. You may have a lot of questions 
the first few times you use the Breakthrough 9, but if you use this video as a 
reference guide for a few weeks, you will know everything about the chair.
www.medicalbreakthrough.org/mb9demo.php

*The videos and FAQ’s will answer most questions. But, if you 
have further questions, feel free to contact us directly at                        
www.medicalbreakthrough.org/contact-us.php
**We are open 10AM-5PM PST (California Time). Thank you 
again for purchasing the Breakthrough 9.

To make things easier for you we provided these 
easy-to-follow instructional videos that will help you set up 
and use your new Medical Breakthrough™ chair.



What do I do with all the pads included 
with the chair? 
A lot of customers ask us how to use all the pads 
we give and why we include so many pads. Many 
massage chair owners buy 3 different massage 
chairs. They start with a light chair, move on to 
the medium chair, and when their body gets 
used to it, move on to an extremely strong chair. 
We don't want you to buy 3 different chairs. One 
chair is good enough. That's why we include a lot 
of comfort pads. You can place these pads     
wherever you want a lighter massage. They're 
there to help you. 

Most massage chairs are very rough and does 
not include any pads. We include a lot of pads 
for you to make the chair as comfortable as 
possible. These are provided completely free. 
You can use them anywhere on your body.  
Everyone is different -- some people have extra 
sensitivity in their back, others experience it 
around their feet.  For that reason, we included 
all of the pads.

Mix and match these pads to your liking. It's a lot 
of work for us to make each one, and although 

you may not need it, we provide it for you just in 
case a part of your body is extra sensitive. Use 
them on various parts of your body and in an 
assortment of positions. Although these pads 
aren’t necessary for your enjoyment, they’re 
available for you to add an extra level of luxury 
to your massages.

If I have questions and need some help 
who do I call?
Our customer support and tech team is open 
Monday to Friday 10AM to 5PM PST (California 
Time). The chair is very easy to use, the first time 
you use it, you might have a lot of questions, but 
after a few weeks you will know the chair very 
well. Just play around with the settings on the 
chair and after a while you will understand every 
button. If you have questions, we are here to 
help. Please call (661) 775-4866 Monday to 
Friday. Remember, we are in California, so 
please call when we are in, which is 10AM to 
5PM PST.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

These are the most commonly asked questions we get from 
our customers. Please read these questions and you’ll have a 
better understanding of the Breakthrough 9 Massage Chair in 
no time.

1.

2.



If you found a massage setting that you really enjoy, 
then press the power button. The screen will display “SA 
& MEM” within 10 seconds. Then, choose the M1 or M2 
button on the bottom of the remote, this will save your 
massage. The next time you get in the chair, turn on the 
power and press the button you saved it under to begin 
your personal massage.

The massage rollers are too high on my 
neck, how do I move them down?
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Cleaning Methods and Precautions for Medical Breakthrough’s High
Quality Synthetic Leather:

Maintenance Methods and Precautions of Medical Breakthrough’s
High Quality Synthetic Leather:

Organic agents, grease solutions and compounds, strong solvents (e.g. alcohol, turpentine,
and thinner) cannot be used for cleaning the leather surface, otherwise the leather surface will
become corroded.
Harsh or powdered detergents cannot be used for cleaning the leather surface, otherwise there
will be cracks

If the leather surface becomes overly dirty, use non-alcoholic baby wipes to wipe the dirt.
Brushes should not be used for cleaning the surface of the chair.

Good room ventilation is important because an environment that is too dry or too humid will
accelerate the aging of the leather.
Avoid exposing the chair to direct sunshine or air conditioner output, otherwise the leather surface
will harden. Direct exposure to sunshine may also cause the color of the leather to fade.
During overly hot days, the leather may absorb the sweat produced by the body. The organic
matter in the sweat and the leather will have a chemical reaction during high temperatures and
humid environments, and there will be a peculiar smell. For this, a soft cloth should be used for
wiping frequently.
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Please read this instruction
manual carefully before
operating your Medical
Breakthrough 9.
The recommended time for
each session in a Medical
Breakthrough Chair is
15 minutes. Pregnancy or are

menstruating

Mental conditions

             If you are
sensitive to heat, please use
caution when using the chair

Please do not use this
productwhen intoxicated
or ill.

Be cautious when adjusting
the intensity of the massage
in order to avoid injury.
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Check the voltage to see
if it is suitable to the
specifications of this product.
Don’t allow water to go
into the chair to avoid
electric shocks or damage
to the product.

Once the set massage time
is over, the chair will
automatically power off
If this product works
continuously for too long,
the temperature protector
will make the product
power off. The chair will be
usable after a thirty minute 
rest period.
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Medical Breakthrough 9 ™  is designed with a 
set of smart 3D mechanical hands, which 
move up and down, stretch back and forth, 
all in a sleek, muted design. 

The chair’s back heating
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A quick massage that goes through all of the different massage functions   

Massages the stiffness from muscles and bones, leaving you feeling refreshed

Helps the body recover after a day of stress on the body

Deep massage that targets pressure points throughout the body

Uses multiple air bags to gently squeeze your arms, shoulders, waist, and legs

Plays soothing music that syncs to the massage

A full-body massage designed to completely relax your body and relieve stress

The backrest reclines while your legs are pulled down to fully stretch your body,
then the chair returns to its original position, then repeats the stretch
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 A deep massage targeting your shoulders. Speed and intensity can be adjusted.

A gentle, kneading massage. Speed and intensity can be adjusted.

A combination of knead and tap massages. Speed and intensity can be adjusted. 

4 different deep tissue massages with adjustable speed and intensity. 

Speed: 5 Adjustable Levels

Width: 5 Adjustable Levels

The rollers steadily move in, then out to target specific pressure points.
2 massage modes with adjustable speed, intensity, and width. 

Thai Tap: Rhythmic tapping along the body. 2 massage modes with
adjustable speed, intensity, and width. 
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Lower body air compression with 3 modes: Lower body, back and waist, and calf

Lower body, back and waist, and calf air compression with 3 adjustable intensities

Lower body and leg air compression mode, also uses the Calf Stretch function

Decreases the intensity of the massage hands

Adjusts the speed of the sole rollers with 3 adjustable levels

Uses infrared heating therapy to heat your back after 3 minutes

The default time for a massage is 20 minutes. Pressing this button willadd

5 minutes to your massage. The massage time can range from 5 to 40 minutes.

Cleanses the air and body of toxins and impurities to help you physically and
mentally feel better.

2 adjustable speeds available

Increases the intensity of the massage hands

Arm air compression mode with 3 adjustable intensities
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Fully reclines the chair so you are laying down, then continues with a selected massage.

Pressing the power button during a massage will stop all massage functions immediately. The chair can also power 
off when the selected massage is finished. The backrest and footrest won’t return to its original position yet.
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Audio devices with a Bluetooth function can pair with this chair. Any audio transferred wirelessly will be played 
through the chair’s speaker.

In the side of the chair (where the armrest will go), find the electrical wires and air tube and gently bring them 
toward you. (Figure 1)
Take a look at the armrest and notice the similar wires and air tube in the inner part of the armrest. Align the wires 
and tube with the corresponding ones on the chair itself. (Figure 2)

Once you know each wire and tube match between the armrest and the chair, connect them accordingly. Be sure 
that you are installing the armrests in the correct position.  (Figure 3)
After connecting the wires and air tube, gently insert them into the bottom of the seat frame. Be careful not to fold 
the air pipe when fully installing the armrest. (Figure 4)
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Now that the wires are connected, notice the hooks on the armrest and how they correspond to grooves in the 
steel frame of the chair. (Figure 5)
Mount the armrest onto the correct side of the chair and make sure the armrest hooks to the corresponding parts 
of the chair’s steel frame. (Figure 6, 7)

Secure the armrest to the steel frame using screws and a hex wrench. (Figure 8, 9)
Follow these instructions for the other armrest and ensure both armrests are securely fastened.
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Using the head cushion can reduce the intensity of neck and shoulder massages. It is optional so it depends on 
whether you want the extra cushioning.The head cushion is easily removable and the backrest is removable using 
a zipper. (Figure 1)
The AB flannelette is the portion of the head cushion you will insert through the belt of the backrest. (Figure 2)

Lay the head cushion on the backrest and adjust it to where it feels best. (Figure 3)

Head Cushion and Backrest
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Accessories For The Breakthrough 9

Podiatrist by Medical Breakthrough

Medical Breakthrough Leather Protector
To protect your chair, we handcrafted a durable cover 

that is designed to perfectly fit your chair. This Leather 

Protector will help your chair look its best throughout its 

entire lifespan without the cracks or tears you might find 

in other massage chairs.

If you are interested in any of these Medical Breakthrough Accessories, 
or if you want to see any special deals we may have, please visit                     
www.MedicalBreakthrough.org

250 million people suffer from foot pain, that’s why we 

worked with a team of podiatrists to engineer the          

Podiatrist by Medical Breakthrough, a compact foot 

massage system designed to help heal your feet and 

calves on-the-go.
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If you are interested in any of these Medical Breakthrough Accessories, 
or if you want to see any special deals we may have, please visit                     
www.MedicalBreakthrough.org

Accessories For The Breakthrough 9

Full Body Pain Reliever

Facial Relaxation Eye Massager
Eye and head massages have been proven to relieve 

stress and reduce migraines, so we developed this      

revolution in relaxation technology. Facial Relaxation is 

an eye massager designed to aid you against persistent 

headaches, lack of sleep, and fatigued eyes.

Designed to deliver an innovative, versatile massage, the 

Full Body Pain Reliever will loosen tight muscles 

throughout your body, easing any type of pain or      

soreness. It’s also portable so you can bring instant pain 

reliever wherever you may need it.
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Responsibilities of Others
Unless otherwise expressly agreed in writing, In the event of a problem identified prior to                   
installation, the unit must not be installed, and Company is not responsible for failures or damage 
that could have been discovered, repaired, or avoided by proper inspection prior to installation.

Damage occurring in transit is the responsibility of the carrier. 

The user or installer MUST open the crate and inspect the unit for damage when it is delivered.  
If damage is discovered, it must be reported immediately to the seller and the carrier. 

Failure of the carrier to respond should be reported to the seller and the carrier. 

Your freight claims should be filed promptly thereafter. 

Damage occurring to the unit during installation is the responsibility of the installer, contractor or 
user, and damage occurring thereafter is the responsibility of the user. Failure of any non-factory 
installed components, parts and accessories is the sole responsibility of the user.

Any replacement parts shall be covered only by the original equipment manufacturer warranty, if 

any. The Company is not responsible for costs to modify any product to obtain any code approval, 
such as city, county, or state building codes. 

Failure to abide by the instruction explicitly stated in the manual is the sole responsibility of the 
user. 

Damage to the installed equipment, or injury to any persons, as a result of, but not limited to, 
misuse, modifications, and negligence, is the sole responsibility of the user. 
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Error

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Foot Kneading Unit Signal Lost
Back Roller Kneading Function
Back Roller Up/Down Function
N/A > doesn’t appear in current generation chairs anymore
Back roller moves but with limitations 
N/A > doesn’t appear in current generation chairs anymore
N/A > doesn’t appear in current generation chairs anymore
Leg Wheels don’t work at all
Leg Up/Down (Telescopic) function limited 
Leg Up/Down (Telescopic) function failure
Calf Motor Failure
Bevel Motor Failure (Back Actuator #2 = Deeper Actuator furthest away from board)
Back Motor Failure (Back Actuator #1 = Closest to main board)
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